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Abstract.  Blinking behavior is an important part of human nonverbal commu-

nication. It signals the psychological state of the social partner. In this study, we 

implemented different blinking behaviors for a humanoid robot with pronounced 

physical eyes. The blinking patterns implemented were either statistical or based 

on human physiological data. We investigated in an online study the influence of 

the different behaviors on the perception of the robot by human users with the 

help of the Godspeed questionnaire. Our results showed that, in the condition 

with human-like blinking behavior, the robot was perceived as being more intel-

ligent compared to not blinking or statistical blinking. As we will argue, this find-

ing represents the starting point for the design of a ‘holistic’ social robotic be-

havior. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the ambitions of current research in social robotics is generating solutions to 

counteract the demographic changes that human societies are facing around the globe 

[1]. Today transformations such as the childbirth peak and the increment of the present-

day underrepresented age groups of 50 to 70, as well as 70 and above, lead to a predicted 

increase of the human population to 11 billion in the next 100 years [2]. This prediction 

produces the request of significant changes in our elderly care strategies to make our 

health care systems sustainable in the imminent future, and social robotics is one of the 

forces that can effectively participate to this process of renewal. 

Recent advancements in the design and development of social robots will lead in the 

next years to commercial products able to stimulate the first steps towards the creation 

of “mixed human-robot ecologies”[3], in which robots will use social competences to 

better accomplish interactive tasks in service domains such as elderly care, personal 

assistance, health services, etc.  

Currently, the ways these robotic agents should look like and behave are highly de-

bated topics of research. One of the main research directions develops the idea that 

social robots should have an approximately humanoid appearance (i.e., possessing at 

least a head, arms and a torso [4]), and behave and move in naturalistic human-like 



ways defined by human social rules and characteristics [5]. This would assure that the 

interactions between these robots and their human partners will be highly intuitive, 

comfortable and reassuring. Specifically, in fields involving vulnerable individuals, 

such as elderly care and health services in general, human-like social components of 

the interaction are considered fundamental for the acceptance of robotic agents [6].  

On this basis, contemporary research is focusing, besides on the “static” design and 

appearance of these robots, on the definition of their socially interactive movements 

and behaviors. This is considered particularly important when constructing humanoids, 

in order to avoid that these robots “fall” into the “uncanny valley” [7]. Typically, hu-

manoids raise the expectation of behaving like humans, and tend to be perceived as 

disturbing and fearsome when exhibiting unnatural movements and behaviors. More in 

general, to ensure a positive perception of the robots and their integration in our social 

environments, the naturalness and intuitiveness of the “interaction interface” is highly 

important. For humanoid robots, this interaction interface is going to be their physical 

body, socially activated by body language, facial expressions and verbal communica-

tion.  

In this paper, we will illustrate the first step of a structured approach to the integra-

tion of human-like nonverbal involuntary behavior in humanoid social robots. The tar-

get behavior is human-like eye blinking, based on the hypothesis that, to stimulate in-

tuitive and comfortable conversations with humanoid robots endowed with expressive 

faces that include physical eyes, naturalistic eye blinking plays a very important role. 

We tested this hypothesis by means of an online experiment, in which we presented 

videos of the iCub robot exhibiting different blinking patterns during a conversation 

and asked our participants to rate them according to the personal impression.    

We will describe the research process that supported our implementation and evalu-

ation of a human-like conversational blinking pattern in detail. We consider this work 

as the starting point of a multimodal integrative approach to the implementation of hu-

man-like non-verbal communication behaviors in social robots. According to this ap-

proach, we are defining for iCub a behavioral library based on the experimental explo-

ration of human socially interactive behaviors, and later we will proceed to coordinately 

integrate in the robot the different behavior modalities included in our studies and li-

brary. 

2 Background 

Basic behavior synchronization in humans is achieved on the basis of observation of 

the behaviors exhibited by a social partner, and neuronal mechanisms such as the mirror 

neuron system [8]. The processing of this behavior might happen consciously or un-

consciously, but the result remains a behavioral synchronization that facilitates mutual 

understanding and cooperation between the interaction partners. We propose that for 

artificial agents it would be sufficient to observe and to respond to observed behaviors 

accordingly, in order to facilitate conversations and cooperation with their users.  



 

Even before the advent of the research field of social robotics, it was shown that 

reactive nodding and blinking of a simulated artificial agent facilitates the turn taking 

and smoothness of human speech input to computers [9, 10].  

The role of blinking has been recognized as important in the field of social robotics 

very early on [11]. This has encouraged researchers in the field to explore the potenti-

alities of blinking in human robot communication [12]. Specifically, for robots like the 

iCub, featuring pronounced physical eyes, authentic eye blinking behavior can have a 

profound impact on the interaction comfort [13]. Eyelids have been implemented into 

different social robots [e.g. 14, 15]. Nevertheless, there have only been very few struc-

tured inquiries on how to model human blinking for robots with physical eyes and the 

blinking behavior has mainly been added randomly into the social interaction with these 

robots [e.g. 12]. This is largely due to the technical restraints physical robotic human-

like eyes impose and to the complexity of factors influencing blinking in humans.  

In the last decades, physiological research on the various dependencies of human 

eye blinking behavior on different physiological and psychological factors produced a 

variety of results that can be used to model blinking in social robots. Ford et al. [16] 

showed for example that blinking is strongly linked to onsets and offsets of communi-

cative facial behaviors and verbalizations. Based on their findings, they proposed the 

“blink model” for HRI, which integrates blinking as a function of communicative be-

haviors. In their experiments they used a back projected face on a human face mold. 

Doughty [17] described in his work three distinct blinking patterns during reading, di-

aloging and idly looking at nothing specific. Lee et al. [18] proposed a model of ani-

mated eye gaze that integrates blinking as depending on eye movements constituting 

gaze direction. Neurological findings showed that responses to facial movements such 

as blinks can be measured in an observer’s brain [19], a result that hints at the social 

importance of eye blinking for behavior synchronization between social interlocutors.     

In summary, it can be said that blinking has been described as: (1) a function of 

physiological variables, such as the average speed of a single blink, the average blink-

ing rate and the average length of the inter eye blink intervals (IEBI); (2) a function of 

system state variables, such as changes in facial expression and verbal communication 

behaviors; (3) a function of social context information, such as reading and being in a 

conversation; (4) a function of the psychological state of the person exhibiting the be-

havior; and (5) a function of the behavior of the social interlocutor.  

As part of a holistic non-verbal behavior architecture for the iCub robot we started 

to develop a module for human-like conversational blinking - “BlinkSync” [20] - in 

which the robot blinking is based on human physiological data. In order to achieve 

human-like conversational blinking, we integrated as a first step the average speed of a 

single blink, the average blinking rate and the average length of the inter eye blink 

intervals into “BlinkSync”.   

3 Method 

We used human social behavior data to model social behaviors for the robot, and 

then to test these behaviors in Human-Robot Interaction contexts. We used both an 



optimization approach for the behaviors on the robot and a synthetic modeling approach 

for the testing of these behaviors in natural environments.  

iCub Eyelid Mechanism 

For the implementation and testing of our blinking module we used the iCub robot. 

It has very pronounced eyes resembling human features like a black pupil, white sclera, 

and moveable upper and lower eyelids (Figure 1a).  
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Figure 1: (a) iCub eyes and (b) iCub eyelid mechanism 

 

The eyelid mechanism is controlled by one servomotor and constructed in such a 

way that both eyes close at the same time and the eyelids meet in the center of the 

eyeballs (Figure 1b). The servomotor is a standard model from Futaba and controlled 

with a pulse-width modulation (PWM) input. The motor is driven by a PWM control 

signal with a frequency of 50Hz. The duration of the pulse determines the final position 

of the motor shaft. The motor will move to the “0º” position when the pulse has a width 

of 1ms.  The position of “90º” is reached for a pulse duration of 2 ms. 

The eyelids can be controlled continuously from an open position to closed position. 

Commands can be given to open or close the eyelids from totally closed to totally open, 

with 127 levels of discretization [21].   

Human-like Blinking 

For the human-like blinking behavior, we chose to use as a starting point the physi-

ological data provided by Doughty [17] and to adapt it to technical limitations of the 

iCub eyelid mechanism. The general settings for the conversational blinking module 

are an average blinking rate of 23.3 blinks per minute with an inter eye blink interval 

of 2.3 +/- 2.0 s. The blinks of the robot are in 85% of the cases single blinks and in 15% 

of the cases double blinks.  

We divided each blink into three phases, the attack phase when the eye is closing, 

the sustain phase when the eye is closed, and the decay phase when the eye is opening 

again. The attack phase has an average length of 111ms with a standard deviation of 

31ms. The sustain phase lasts on average 20ms with a standard deviation of 5ms. The 



 

average length of the decay phase is 300ms with a standard deviation of 123ms. The 

robot also blinks on each onset and offset of its verbalizations. 

The adaptation of the original physiological data from Doughty became necessary 

due to the specifics of the iCub eyelids. Unlike in a human eye, the robot’s upper and 

lower eyelids move the same way during the blink. When using the original human 

data, this results in a much faster closure of the eye (the eyelids meet in the middle of 

the eyeball). This resulted in what was described by participants in a short pilot study 

as hectic blinking. By adapting the different speeds of each of the phases it was possible 

to give the movement a more human-like appearance.   

The code for the blink controller was implemented and released under the GPL open 

source license on GitHub (The source code is accessible at https://github.com/robotol-

ogy/funny-things/tree/master/modules/iCubBlinker, and the documentation can be 

found at http://robotology.github.io/funny-things.). It was developed for the iCub hu-

manoid robot, and is readily available for any iCub robot. The architecture is generi-

cally applicable to any humanoid head, and the code has been designed to be modular 

and easy to adapt to any other robotic platform. 

Experimental Setup 

In order to evaluate influence of the blinking behavior on the impression the robot 

has on participants we generated three conditions with different blinking patterns. For 

the robot to appear to be in a social interaction during the experiment, we scripted a 

one-interview. In order to make this interview interesting and informative for the par-

ticipants watching it, we decided to “discuss” with the robot a game it plays usually 

during demonstrations and exhibitions. The questions asked in this interview and the 

robots answers were the same in each of the three experimental conditions.  

 Condition 1: The robot looked straight ahead without blinking while answer-

ing the questions of the experimenter. 

 Condition 2: The robot blinked every 5 seconds using the timings for the at-

tack, sustain, and decay phases described in Human-like blinking. It performed 

no double blinks.   

 Condition 3: The robot blinked with a rate of 23.3 blinks per minute. It per-

formed double blinks and blinked at the onset and offset of its verbalizations. 

The timing was of the three phases of the blink were as described in Human-

like blinking.    

We recorded each of the conditions in such a way that the potential participant 

watching the video would see a front view of the robot (see Figure 2) and hear both the 

interviewer and the robot talk. The participants would hear the experimenter asking the 

questions to the robot, but would not see him.  

In order to reach as many participants as possible in a short time we chose an online 

video study as format for our experiment. The Video-based HRI (VHRI) methodology 

has been used reliably in several human-robot interaction studies in the past [e.g. 22]. 

In a direct comparison of live HRI and Video-based HRI, it has been shown that com-

parable results can be achieved [23]. 

The videos were embedded in an online questionnaire in which we asked the partic-

ipants first for their consent, then for their demographic data and their experience with 

https://github.com/robotology/funny-things/tree/master/modules/iCubBlinker
https://github.com/robotology/funny-things/tree/master/modules/iCubBlinker
http://robotology.github.io/funny-things


robots. After this first part, each participant would see the video clip of one of the con-

ditions. Which condition the participant would see was randomly chosen. After the par-

ticipants watched the video clip, they were asked to complete an online version of the 

Godspeed Questionnaire [24]. In order to recruit participants, the link to the online 

study was sent to different mailing lists in Europe. The survey was prepared with 

Google Forms.       

The Godspeed Questionnaire [24] evaluates the impression a person has of a robot 

on five different subscales. These subscales are anthropomorphism, animacy, likeabil-

ity, perceived intelligence, and perceived safety. Since we hypothesize that the blinking 

behavior will improve the user experience with the robot, we expected that in condition 

3 the robot would score higher compared to condition 1 and condition 2 in anthropo-

morphism, animacy, likeability and perceived intelligence.  

4 Results 

Sample Characteristics 

We received 44 replies to our call for help of which 26 were male and 18 were fe-

male. The mean age of the participants was 34.98 years, ranging from 24 to 56.  Most 

of them had seen at least pictures of the iCub before. Concerning their experience with 

robots 21 reported none, 12 reported little, 10 reported some experience, and only one 

participant indicated that his experience with robots was substantial.  

Godspeed Questionnaire Results 

In order to test our research hypothesis, we examined the differences in participant 

ratings of the robot along the subscales of the Godspeed Questionnaire. It has been 

shown that this is valid procedure when analyzing this questionnaire [25]. The descrip-

tive statistics for Anthropomorphism can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Condition Variable Mean(SD) Median 

Condition 1 Anthropomorphism 2.63 (0.23) 2.71 

Condition 2 Anthropomorphism 2.71 (0.43) 2.78 

Condition 3 Anthropomorphism 2.65 (0.45) 2.44 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics Anthropomorphism 

 

For anthropomorphism the participants overall rated the robot in none of the 3 con-

ditions higher than the “neutral” score of 3. A single factor ANOVA found no signifi-

cant differences between the three conditions (F(2,12) = 0.07, p = 0.94).  

The descriptive statistics for animacy are presented in Table 2. For animacy, the 

participants rated the robot both in condition 2 and 3 higher than the “neutral” score of 

3. In condition 1, the robot was overall rated lower then neutral. A single factor 

ANOVA found no significant differences between the three conditions (F(2,15) = 0.42, 

p = 0.66). 



 

 

Condition Variable Mean(SD) Median 

Condition 1 Animacy 2.8 (0.67) 2.78 

Condition 2 Animacy 3.04 (0.76) 3.07 

Condition 3 Animacy 3.19 (0.76) 3.28 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics Animacy 

 

Condition Variable Mean(SD) Median 

Condition 1 Likeability 4.11 (0.17) 4.07 

Condition 2 Likeability 4.16 (0.15) 4.07 

Condition 3 Likeability 4.08 (0.11) 4.06 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics for Likeability 

 

The descriptive statistics for likeability are presented in Table 4. For likeability, the 

robot was rated in all three conditions higher than the “positive” score of 4. A single 

factor ANOVA found no significant differences between the three conditions (F(2,12) 

= 0.38, p = 0.69). 

The descriptive statistics for perceived intelligence are presented in Table 4. For 

perceived intelligence the participants overall rated the robot in all of the three condi-

tions higher than the “neutral” score of 3. A single factor ANOVA found significant 

differences between the three conditions (F(2,12) = 6.3, p = 0.01). 

The descriptive statistics for perceived safety are presented in Table 5. For perceived 

safety the participants overall rated the robot in all of the three conditions higher than 

the “neutral” score of 3. A single factor ANOVA found no significant differences be-

tween the three conditions (F(2,6) = 0.01, p = 0.99). 

 

Condition Variable Mean(SD) Median 

Condition 1 Perceived Intelligence 3.37 (0.27) 3.43 

Condition 2 Perceived Intelligence 3.6 (0.19) 3.57 

Condition 3 Perceived Intelligence 3.89 (0.22) 3.94 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics Perceived Intelligence 

 

Condition Variable Mean(SD) Median 

Condition 1 Perceived Safety 3.74 (0.41) 3.86 

Condition 2 Perceived Safety 3.69 (0.48) 3.93 

Condition 3 Perceived Safety 3.73 (0.16) 3.75 

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics Perceived Safety 

5 Discussion 

Our results show that the robot, when displaying human-like blinking, was perceived 

as being more “intelligent” according to the categories of the Godspeed questionnaire. 



For its other subscales, no significant differences were found. This illustrates that even 

though human-like blinking behavior can make a significant difference in how humans 

perceive robots, it is only one aspect of human nonverbal communication that needs to 

be taken in consideration when designing social behaviors for robots. Naturalistic blink-

ing in itself it is not enough for a robot to meet the requirements for its social integra-

tion, such as for example perceived safety, likeability, and animacy. We could think to 

blinking as an important, but not a sufficient characteristic regarding social integration.  

Being perceived as intelligent can be advantageous for the effectiveness of a robot 

specifically in situations in which it has to transmit information in a social context, e.g.  

when the robot is used as a guide or informant in shopping malls, train stations or in 

tourist information centers. A robot that is perceived more intelligent is likely to be 

considered more competent and trustworthy in these cases.  

During the study, we discovered a series of issues that influenced and even limited 

our implementation of the blinking behavior on the robot. One of the issues was the 

noise of the motor and the eyelids when closing. This disturbed the flow of the interac-

tion and, as pointed out by one participant, “made the eyes look and sound like the 

shutter of a camera”. For future versions of iCub’s embodiment (and other robots with 

structured physical eyes) this should be taken into consideration and the blinking mech-

anism should be constructed accordingly. 

Another question asked by some of the participants was whether the iCub can wink 

or not. Due to the construction of the eyelid mechanism, this is not possible at the mo-

ment. Winking as social cue is already being used successfully in computer-mediated 

communication in the form of emoticons [26]. To implement human-like winking with 

related triggering behavioral patterns for the iCub robot could be another key point in 

order to achieve positive and intuitive human-robot conversational interaction. 

Due to the online format of the study, the participants were listening to a scripted 

conversation between the robot and the experimenter. We acknowledge that a direct 

conversation between the participant and the robot might have been more efficient to 

test the effect of naturalistic blinking behavior. As pointed out in the Experimental 

Setup section, we argue that similar results would be achieved with the VHRI method-

ology and that, in the case of a real time conversation between the robot and the human, 

our results would not be structurally different, but more pronounced. 

The result that the naturalistic blinking behavior was more appreciated by users in-

dicates that the synthetic methodology – i.e., modeling natural behaviors in artificial 

(in our case robotic) systems [27] – is a promising way to create successful applications 

for HRI. In other words, this methodology appears able to allow us to build better social 

robots, i.e. robots with a more convincing social presence, as well as to test psycholog-

ical and sociological paradigms about their integration in human societies. 

Future Work 

Following our current research, we plan to study further how different blinking be-

haviors influence social interactions, by using the “Blink-Sync” module in human-robot 

interaction contexts (testing different blinking patterns in different situations) [20]. Ap-

plicative fields of the “BlinkSync” model, and of the “synthetic social studies” it can 



 

allow, are many, and include robot assisted therapy for children and elderly, and health 

care. An interesting application comes from research with children with autism spec-

trum disorder. Various studies have shown that using eye blinking attracts the chil-

dren’s attention towards the eyes and helps maintain engagement in the therapeutic set-

ting [e.g. 28]. Other studies showed that children with ASD show atypical blinking 

pattern and even the absence of blinking in conversational contexts [29]. These results 

are interesting, because autistic children usually avoid looking into the eyes of their 

interaction partners. Utilizing the effect with naturalistic eye blink patterns in this con-

text might help to teach these children to better interpret and understand the facial ex-

pressions of their social partners, which is something that is very difficult for people 

with autism [30].   

Conclusions 

We see the modeling of naturalistic blinking as a first step towards a more integrated 

nonverbal social communication approach. The result of our study shows that the im-

plementation of naturalistic blinking behavior has a positive impact on the perception 

of the robot by a human user. In general, it can be said that the information transferred 

by the movement of the eyelids of a robot is important for a smooth and intuitive inter-

action between a human and a robot. Nevertheless, it is important to understand blink-

ing only as part of the nonverbal social information transmission channel, with for ex-

ample eye gaze direction or gestures at least as equally important [31, 32]. 
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